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Abstract - The Amazon is one of the most complex and diverse biomes in the world and their level of environmental preservation has global scope of impact. However, apart from the environmental aspects, the complexity of the region involves other different views such as: social, economic and cultural. Indeed, such views are inextricably linked, so that, for example, cultural aspects can affect the relationship between the land use and land cover and, in the case of Amazon, depending on the scale of these changes, there may be consequences planetary. Depending on the criticality involving the region, various government actions, organizations and social movements and the international community, has been trying to rationalize the land use and land cover, in order to create a sustainable relationship of exploitation of natural resources. An important government program is based on the creation of settlements, with their support, with regard to certain infrastructure financing, machinery, seeds and seedlings, technical assistance, among others. However, despite the work involved, the solution is extremely complex, given the correlation of factors to be assessed and combined in search of success and improvement of such programs. So on behalf of all complexity involved, is of paramount importance the use of technological tools to measure the degree of evolution of the land use and land cover in the regions that are part of the Amazon forest. One of the fundamental assessments is the observation of the evolution of land use change, because it is a temporally changing variable, with severe implications on the natural landscape and the environment as a whole. This study aims to evaluate the performance of computational techniques SVM, Neural Networks, Maximum Likelihood and Decision Tree to better classify the images of Landsat 5 satellite on the scene of the Brazilian Amazon. Data mining techniques are being used increasingly used for satellite image classification purposes, among various techniques there is the decision tree. This technique improved the classification accuracy and very efficient computational way, as the results were generated automatically and optimized time. The study area, concentrated in the settlement 26 de Março / Maraba, are facing serious problems in its reforestation. This settlement is only a reflection of occurring in the Amazon biome and its complex and diverse environmental system.
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1. Introduction

The Amazon is one of the most complex and diverse biomes in the world and their level of environmental preservation has global scope impact. Facing this problem, various government actions, from organizations and social movements, and from the international community, has been trying to rationalize the use and land cover, in order to create a sustainable relationship of exploitation of natural resources.

In Brazil, was created in 1970 a government agency called INCRA (National Institute for Colonization and Agrarian Reform) which its main task is to perform the national land planning focused on land reform. Agrarian Reform consists of a set of measures in order to promote a better distribution of land, establishing guidelines for environmental licensing of settlement projects, aimed at sustainable development [1]. Over the years, the settlement areas have become a major element of the countryside in the Legal Amazon, accounting for almost a third of the land used and almost 74% of farms, about 3,554 projects where around 752,000 families in 76.7 million hectares.

By measuring provisional n° 2166-67 of August 24, 2001, were defined the area of permanent preservation and forest reserve to each settler class. The Permanent Preservation Areas (PPAs) were designed to protect the natural environment, which means they are not suitable areas for land-use change and should be covered with the original vegetation.

According to the study by Imazon [2], the deforestation levels in settlements in the Legal Amazon until 2010, reaches about 50% to 75% of the lots in 392 settlements, reaching about 40 346 hectares of deforested areas. Thus, it is evident the need to create new measures in order to improve the control and supervision of those regions.

Currently, technological advances favored the emergence and improvement of various data collection techniques. Among the various methods of obtaining data and information about the geographic space, remote sensing has shown great potential in the acquisition of large volumes of geo-referenced data at different scales through images, been highly invested in projects aimed at mapping the use and coverage the earth.

To study the dynamics of land user and land cover in the Amazon is essential the use of remote sensing techniques, given the size of the region associated with difficult access. Although the mapping of land cover using satellite data to be widespread, even today there is still no consensus a standard methodology [3].

The visual interpretation of satellite images is a widely used method for satellite image classification of Landsat series. Although it is a precise technique it becomes quite expensive when applied to very large areas. The alternative
to these manual methods is the use of computational intelligence techniques to image recognition standards [3].

This paper aims to propose a methodology for analyzing the land use and land cover in settlement projects in the Brazilian Amazon and evaluate the performance of computational techniques to perform supervised image classification, within the proposed methodology. To perform the evaluation, were selected the decision tree techniques, support vector machine (SVM), maximum likelihood and neural networks.

II. Related Work

Remote sensing plays a key role in monitoring the land use and land cover in the Amazon, because it offers historical and current information to a wider environment and difficult to access. Classification is a process of extracting information that covers a set of techniques, that can be mathematical or statistical, and the main purpose is to automate the categorization of all the pixels of an image within subjects or classes of land use and land cover.[4]

A methodology that takes advantage of supervised and non-supervised classifications is proposed in [17]. On the other hand, [16] and [15] compared Support Vector Machine-SVM, Artificial Neural Networks-ANN and Maximum Likelihood Classification-MLC to infer which could be the best technique to classify images. All the three showed to be equivalent with a 94% of precision to classify land coverage in coastal areas [16], [15] showed that ANN had a better performance than SVM and MLC but requires a deeper understanding to clearly define in which situations ANN is in fact better as the authors expected that SVM would perform better. In [14], Classification and Regression Trees-CART, ANN and SVM were compared and showed that SVM could be more generalized than others when using small training samples. Precision obtained was between 70% and 80% for samples between 20 and 800 pixels. ANN produced around 67% to 76% of precision while CART 62% to 73%. MLC was applied to study land use and coverage of Yamuna River bed in Delhi [14] and obtained a precision of around 77.1% and 88.6% with Kappa coefficient of 0.71 to 0.86.

MLC and Decision Tree were employed [10] to classify an area in Victoria, Australia and results showed a precision of 74% to 78% with Kappa coefficient of 0.70 and 0.75 respectively. Decision Tree algorithm had a better performance. [11] analyzed territorial dynamics of land coverage in the State of Rondônia also recognized as deforested area. The authors employed supervised classification based on Bhattacharya algorithm associated to image segmentation by Spring software [Câmara et al., 1996]. The study mapped seven different classes of land use and coverage besides identifying changes occurred in the area.

A study on Tourist State Park in Alto Ribeira, São Paulo State investigated the performance of different classification methods to map land coverage [12]. Two methods – hybrid classification per pixel (ERDAS 9.1 software) and classification based on objects (eCognition version 5 software) were employed. Object-based classification performed better with a Kappa coefficient of 0.8687 (hybrid classification obtained a Kappa coefficient of 0.2224). The expected quality was obtained due to domain specialist knowledge during the classification process. ANN was evaluated by [13] to classify images to analyze land use and coverage. It showed to be efficient, especially, when that input data were not normally distributed. For complex mapping applications, the authors recommend to employ supervised MLP (Multi Layer Perceptron) networks that could classify images with better precision. They also recommend non-supervised SOM (Self-Organizing Mapping) to analyze spectral features between and within the classes.

Soe W. Myint, Patricia Gober, Anthony Brazel, Susanne Grossman-Clarke e Qihao Weng conducted a study comparing a classification algorithm based on objects and the MLC. The classifier based on objects was given an overall accuracy of 90.40%, while the MLC technique achieved 67.60% [6].

III. Methodology

Once the problem is established, a methodology has been defined to qualify the deforestation and then classify the satellite images by distributing each pixel in thematic classes. Maps from TerraClass project from 2008 to 2015 [18] were used. The main objective of TerraClass [18] is to qualify deforestation in Legal Amazon based on deforestation mapped and published by PRODES project (INPE, 2008) and by satellite images, mapping land use and coverage and also enabling to the evaluation of this dynamics. It consists of four main stages, executed manually and automatically. The first refers to data pre-processing based on acquiring satellite images. Then, GIS (Geographic Information System) is used to compose bands and geometric correction. Lastly, region of interest is extracted. They are manually performed in sequence for all the obtained images. Once the first phase is over, images are stored in a repository so that they go through classification as shown in Figure 1.
The next phases are automatically executed by an algorithm written in Python. It follows the steps from Figure 1 starting from executing the transformation phase to data normalization as well as definition of input variables to be used during the classification. Results from the classification go through a pre-processing and presented in tabular and graphic forms with the percentage values of each area by thematic class. Percentage figures of each area by its thematic class are also shown along with the classified image.

A. Study Area and Data pre-processing

The study area corresponds to PA 26 de Março, created on 19/December/2008. It used to belong to Cabecceiras farm located in Marabá, meso-region of the Southeast of Pará (Figure 2). Its area is 11,919.36 ha with 6 clusters of houses and two headquarters besides 207 family lots [19].

After the geo-processing, a database was created adopting a 1:25,000 scale with geographic coordinates SIRGAS 2000. Images were obtained from Brazilian Institute for Space Research (INPE) (http://www.dgi.inpe.br/CDSR/).

The collected images were selected according to the percentage of cloud coverage not going beyond 5% threshold. With this criterion, 12 images between 1986 and 2010 were selected also following an interval of 2 to 3 years. In order to minimize seasonal effects of the changes on the land use and coverage, the selected images were between the months of July and September.

The original images obtained haven’t been through any type of treatment and present noise due to atmospheric
influence and geometric distortions. So, it is imperative to adjust these images in order to avoid problems with quality and validity of extracted information. Once such inconsistencies are sorted out, multi-temporal datasets obtained can now be used in the normalization phase with much more reliability. So, the pre-processing is critical and influences on the quality/validity of the extracted information.

During the pre-processing, ArcGIS, version 10.0 was used. Geometric and radiometric corrections were applied to deal with the positioning and intensity of the pixel values that usually are frequent due to variation of altitude, velocity and atmospheric conditions in the sensors of the satellite [18]. With an objective of improving the quality of the image, contrast highlighting was applied to distinguish the elements of the image. Empirically, Minimum-Maximum was opted to manipulate the histograms.

Spatial resolution had to be uniform in 30 m. So, resampling based on closes neighbor was used fixing the error a 0.5 pixel that might generate discontinuity on the resampled image, but without changing the radiometric values of the original image. The radiometric values refers to the sensing system’s ability to detect variations in spectral radiance received. The radiance of each pixel goes through a digital encoding, obtaining a numerical value, expressed in bits, called Digital Number (DN). This value is easily translated into a visual intensity or a gray level is located in a finite interval (0, K-1), where K is the number of possible values, called quantization levels[20].

To minimize the effects due to the combined use of different bands, the same numbers of the bands were used for the all the images. In order to compose the bands, 5, 4 and 3 bands were selected, as they were more representative to distinguish vegetation coverage and to map land use. ArcGIS software was employed to collect training samples and testing samples for the classification phase. TerraClass 2010 was the basis to select the samples. The idea was to qualify deforestation, mapping the land use and coverage in the Legal Amazon from LANDSAT 5 TM satellite images divided into their respective orbit-points.

TerraClass maps all the Legal Amazon and it is expected that the classification may present some inconsistencies when the region of interest is very small as it is the case for Settlement 26 th March. So, to minimize such distortions, samples were extracted in polygon shapes of those regions whose correspondence between the original and classified images is true.

For the parameterization, input values and output thematic classes were defined. Output classes were forest, secondary vegetation, pasture, regeneration with pasture and non-observed area (clouds and forest regional fires) due to their significance for the region of interest. Input values were the gray levels of bands 3, 4 and 5, and the variable “preserved area”, of binary type with 0 or 1. To classify an image of the year x, for example, all the pixels of classified image for the year x-1 are verified. If the pixel corresponds to forest, 1 is assigned to the variable, otherwise 0. Its main objective is not to allow that deforested areas are classified as forest.

B. Supervised Classification

Monitoring and mapping of land use and land cover, various data mining techniques have been successfully used are in local scales, regional and global due to the high degree of detail obtained with these classification tools [21].

For the selection of techniques that will be evaluated in this study, we sought to supervised classification models that associate at least two of the following characteristics: accuracy, speed and simplicity. For this task were selected four techniques: decision tree, maximum likelihood, support vector machine and artificial neural networks.

The Decision Trees (DT) are simple representations of knowledge and an efficient way to build classifiers that predict classes based on the values of attributes of a data set. In a decision tree, knowledge is tested and shown on each node that can lead the search to one node of his sons, top down [14]. The DT algorithms have advantages for the classification of land cover, including, therebetween, can be cited: ease of interpretation of the results, low processing time, the model’s ability to work with data measured on different scales, the fact it does not require normal distribution of data and the ability to process the nonlinear relationships between the predictors and land cover classes [22].

The algorithms of DT were selected for evaluation: o CART (Classification and Regression Trees) e o Random Forest (RF). The CART algorithm proposed by [19], has a main advantage sought, that is the great ability to search relations between the data and the generation of results in simple decision trees and readability. The algorithms Random Forest is a combination of predictions of several trees in which each tree depends on the values of an independent vector, sampled randomly and with the same distribution for all trees in the forest. Forest is the name given to a series of decision trees [23].

The statistical technique of Maximum Likelihood (MLC) was used in this study, only for the purpose of comparing the accuracy of the method implemented by the tool GIS, compared to other algorithms studied. O MLC is a method of more common pixel x pixel based classification, which considers the weighing of the distances between means of digital levels of classes, using statistical parameters, therefore, a fairly large number of pixels is required for each training set.

The technique of Support Vector Machine – SVM is a machine learning technique, which seeks to minimize the error with respect to the training set, and the error with respect to the test set. Aims to achieve a balance between these errors, minimizing excess adjustments with respect to training samples (overfitting) and consequently increasing the capacity of generalization[24].

The technique of artificial neural networks (ANN) has been successfully applied in image processing and pattern recognition areas. A ANN using non-linear computing elements (called neurons) as networks organized in a manner analogous to the functioning of the human brain [25].

In order to obtain reliable results for comparison of different techniques, we used the method of pixel-by-pixel classification. Another reason for choosing this method with respect to the size of the study area. Because it is a
substantially small area in relation to the Amazon region, makes it much more sensitive to the classification error because each pixel rated mistakenly direct impact on the end result.

### C. Precision Evaluation

It is important to evaluate the quality of the classification results as it is concerned with extracting intended patterns from the input data. Here, confusion matrix and Kappa coefficient were used to express the precision of the classification techniques. Confusion matrix enables understanding the behavior of the classifier, reacting to effects of wrong prediction. Rows represent expected values and columns real ones. As per Kappa coefficient, it evaluates how good is the model. It is a discrete multivariate technique that determines the level of the precision varying between 0 and 1. Closer to 1, better is the classification result.

The test samples used for classification of the use and land cover, obtained a better result for Random Forest technique with a success rate equal to 98%, with a kappa index of 0.975, featuring an excellent model created. The models created by the SVM and CART techniques, as well as the prior art, also obtained a model that represents an excellent level of agreement behind only by 0.3% error rate.

The ANN technique through its best configuration (four neurons in the input layer, seven neurons in the hidden layer and output layer for five) achieved an excellent model with an accuracy rate of 95% and kappa index 0.968.

The worst evaluated technique was MLC, for the reason that it require a large volume of basic training. Beyond the technical reason have got a result 15.25 % worse than the best available technique, it will not be used to map the dynamics of the use and coverage of the settlement 26 de Março, because you can not add the variable "preserved area" to create the model in ArcGIS software.

The results presented in Table 3 indicate that the Random Forest technique achieved higher accuracy in classification of all classes, except in the Forest, which was less than 0.15% over the classification performed by ANN technique. Comparing the results obtained by MLC with other techniques evaluated, we can identify in the case of unobserved area class, there were opposite behavior. In technical MLC the best results was the identification of the class, different from other techniques that lost this classification accuracy.

In the next topic will be presented the results of the classification of the models created by the RF, CART, SVM and ANN techniques, to define the best technique suitable for the mapping of the dynamic’s use and cover of the settlement 26 de março.

### iv. Results

For this study, five classes were defined: forest, pasture, regeneration with pasture, second-growth vegetation and non-observed area. After employing classification techniques, it is clear that there is fragility in classifying small areas from TerraClass. It is important to point out that TerraClass is an excellent tool to deal with Legal Amazon with continental dimensions.

Based on the results and metrics obtained with the classification techniques evaluated for this work, we can point the best technique for the classification of images in the time series selected for the study of the dynamic’s land use and land cover, on the nesting region 26 March. The best technique was evaluated the decision tree with the Random Forest algorithm, with a hit rate of 98% and Kappa index of 0.975.

Analyzing the graphic in Figure 3, we can say that with the technical Random Forest, the proportion of forest area fell by 9% over the classification performed by TerraClass project of 2010, which means about 1072.74 ha without the original cover. It may also be noted that the classification technique used in this article is more accurate to identify regions of the area observed class, an increase of 6.19% compared to TerraClass. Figure 3 also shows a large discrepancy between the RNA technique compared to other techniques, especially in the areas of classification Forest and Secondary Vegetation. This was the only classifier with a larger forest area as compared with the TerraClass project. The CART and SVM techniques, had the same behavior that the model Random Forest, but with less precision.

Were classified the images of the historical series of the settlement studied using all the techniques evaluated, except the maximum likelihood technique, because it was not possible a fair just comparison, for the same reason do not use the input variable proposal "preserved area".
Figure 3. Classification techniques of the dynamics of land use and land cover

Figure 4 presents the results of classification techniques of the dynamics of land use and land cover. From the graphs it is possible to identify that with the techniques of SVM and RNA, even when using the variable "preserved area", still suffer from irregular variation of the dynamics of forest area. Between 1990 to 1992, he hears a sharp drop in the area of this class and the correct trend is that this percentage will continue to decline over the years, which did not occur, since between the years 1992 and 1994 the percentage of the area of this same class grows back. For the SVM technique this variation was more significant, with a fall of 48% and an increase of 23% compared to the variation of RNA, which obtained a decrease of 29% and 9% increase. You can also see that in the case of SVM, this decrease was a result of increased pasture class area, different from RNA, which had increased class regeneration with Pasto.

Based on the classification from DT, one can perform que vegetation coverage of 26 th March Settlement Suffered the high degradation, giving place to large areas of pasture. Such dynamics may be Explained from the struggle for land ownership between the MST-Movement of Workers without Land and owners of Headwaters farm que lead to cutting down a great part of the native forest Thus trying to show que the lad was productive to avoid expropriation by government in the land reform program. In 2008, When the settlement was created, Those Were que que Were settled areas received highly anthropic. But, deforestation remains, at a slower pace, of course. This Occurs due to lack of resources of the families settled que are unable to maintain the clean pastures leading to, time to team, deforesting new areas. The abandoned pastures give place to regeneration with pasture and at a later stage to secondary vegetation as can be Observed in Figure 4, item B.

v. Conclusion

The study indicates that the use of decision tree classification technique, either with the Randon Forest algorithm or with CART, obtained a higher overall accuracy between 97 and 98%, kappa coefficient between 0.96 and 0.97, plus a lower processing cost as compared with the other studied techniques. Based on the results obtained by the decision tree technique, we observed that the landscape of the settlement March 26 is dominated by pastures and the forest areas decreased significantly due to this practice. This study also showed a gain in relation to the work of [10] obtained an accuracy of 78% with the use of decision tree technique.

The multi-temporal analysis of land use and land cover is key to understanding the dynamics of occupation of the settlement projects, particularly in the Brazilian Amazon, generating subsidies for more effective public policies to control deforestation and the establishment of good practice in land management. This analysis is linked strongly to the quality of the satellite image classification. Because of this, the establishment of a methodology to guide the study from obtaining the images until their classification, and in which all cases after the pre-processing are performed automatically, without the need for model training every time an image suffer the classification, which optimizes time and computational effort, as presented here, is of great value.

In addition, the presentation of a comparative study of the classification techniques most commonly used for the analysis of land use and land cover, applied to the case of settlement projects in the Amazon region, emerges as an important contribution to the understanding of the movements that occur these areas.

As future work we intend to use computational intelligence techniques to integrate to analysis of the land use and land cover, socio-economic information of the settlements, and meteorological variables and soil quality. Information collected by wireless sensor networks and photographs taken from drones, will also be incorporated. Thus, the study will be much more complete.
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